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It’s just another day, get up, wash, go to work. What’s different is that today the Earth has 
been invaded by aliens, it’s just that nobody knows it yet. Deep underground mad scientists 
are raising monsters from the planet Moongha. Once fully formed they will emerge to 
spread terror and destruction. Cities will be laid waste to, and the human race will be hunted 
to extinction. 

Through the sewers oozes the Bloob, quietly growing in size. The Drakoor, alien vampires, 
stalk the night, feeding off the unwary. Meanwhile, the strongest of the Moongha invaders, 
Mechoor, sucks in energy from the earth. Once sated it will rise to destroy whole cities with 
its heat ray. These are just a few of the monsters that will terrorise the people of Earth.

It can only be hoped, that just as in the movies, there is a hero around who can thwart their 
evil plans, otherwise there will be no more ‘just another day’s for anybody! But who’s behind 
those evil plans? You!

You are one of those sadistic, power-thirsty, psycho nerds, eager for revenge after a whole 
life of study, disregarded by everyone. All of you have received a visit from a mysterious 
flying saucer, carrying a strange alien machinery. An engine that finally brought you POWER! 
And now you are ready to fight your insane struggle to be the first in destroying the human 
race. This time no “Klaatu barada nikto!” will stop you...

The game is for three to four players and should take about ninety minutes to play. You have 
control of a number of different types of Moongha monsters. When you sit down to play 
the side of the board closest to you is your monster display. There you will see the seven 
different types of monster. You will place your monster counters in these boxes. Note that 
some monster types have more than one counter. 

The game will last either eight or nine turns, depending on the number of players, although 
it  may end before then if a player manages to get down all twenty of their damage cubes.

At the start of each turn a random number of actions are made available. Three of these 
actions relate to the monsters and allow you to create, attack, and move them. These actions 
are represented by orange, white, and purple tokens. There are three human action boxes, 
one that allows you to place a hero, the other two allow you to place military counters. 

To create a monster you have to place a certain number of orange tokens in the monster box. 
Once the monster has been created you place it in one of the twelve cities on the board. When 
you do so you place the monster on its hidden side. The monster is alive but as yet the world 
does not know of its presence. While hidden a monster is safe from attack and can build up 
its strength so that when it does attack it will cause carnage. Another player may attempt to 
reveal your monster by placing a hero counter in the same city. Each monster type has its 
own special abilities.

Only three monsters are powerful enough to destroy entire cities. These are the Bloob, 
Mechoor, and Moogre. When you attack a city you mark the damage you do with your coloured 
cubes. At the end of the game you will score victory points depending on how many cubes you 
have in a city.

Military units will try to destroy monsters. When you place a military unit or a hero you 
can then attack with all military counters in that city. When a monster attacks a city armour 
units will attack it first, then, after the attack has been completed, any surviving infantry 
units will attack. All combat involves rolling dice and in all cases a roll of four or more is 
successful.

At the end of the game players score victory points depending on how many damage cubes 
they have in each city. Players also score points for the cities that were randomly assigned 
to them at the beginning of the game, depending on how much damage they have suffered. 
Points can also be scored for having vampires on the board and for killing other monsters 
with your Moogre  monster.
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Components

•	 1	rule	book
•	 1	map	board

•	 Four	sets	of	player	counters

•	 Four	sets	of	player	cubes	-	20	per	player
•	 Four	player	pass	tokens	-	1	per	player
•	 Military	counters

•	 Hero	counters	(5)

•	 City	counters	(12)

•	 12	Dice
•	 25	Orange	tokens
•	 5	Purple	tokens
•	 30	White	tokens
•	 20	black	cubes
•	 Turn	marker
•	 1st	player	marker

Starting the Game
Each	player	needs	to	select	a	set	of	counters,	cubes,	and	pass	token.	
You	should	sit	so	 that	one	side	of	 the	board	 is	 in	 front	of	you.	The	
side	closest	 to	you	 is	where	you	will	 keep	 track	of	 your	monsters.	
You	should	now	place	your	monster	counters	in	the	monster	boxes	
of	the	same	type.

Place	the	twelve	City	counters	face	down	and	mix	them	up.	 If	
there	 are	 four	 players	 then	 each	 player	 draws	 two	 counters	
randomly.	 If	 there	 are	 three	 players	 then	 each	 player	 draws	
three	 counters	 randomly.	 You	 should	 look	 at	 the	 counters	
you	have	drawn	but	 should	keep	 them	secret	 from	 the	other	
players.	 These	are	 locations	 that	 you	have	an	 interest	 in	and	
would	prefer	to	see	undamaged	by	the	end	of	the	game.	Place	the	
remaining	counters	back	in	the	box	without	examining	them.

Sort	and	place	the	military	counters	in	piles	of	the	same	type.	These	
piles	should	be	placed	by	the	side	of	the	board,	face	up.	

Similarly,	place	the	Hero	counters	in	a	pile	by	the	side	of	the	board.

Place	the	black	cubes	by	the	side	of	the	board.	
These	will	be	used	to	mark	collateral	damage	in	cities.

Randomly	determine	the	first	player	by	rolling	the	dice.	
Give	that	player	the	first	player	marker.

Place	the	turn	marker	on	the	first	space	of	the	Turn	track.

Bloob	(3)

Drakoor	(4)Kiddoo

Moogre

Spectoor

Mechoor

Shaggoo

Infantry	(8) Air	Force	(8) A	bombArmour	(5)

The Board

City.

Connection.

Available	Actions	display.

Tokyo	and	Los	Angeles	
are	connected	to	each	other.

Player	monster	display.	
Each	player	uses	the	row	of	monsters	
closest	to	him.

Turn	track.

The	attack	strength,	
which	is	the	number	of	dice	rolled	

for	each	white	attack	token	you	expend.

Damage	capacity	in	different	
coloured	box	as	the	Drakoor	can	
only	suffer	damage	as	the	result	

of	an	attack	by	another	Drakoor	or	
a	hero.	Other	monsters	or	military	

units	cannot	hurt	them.

Attack	strength

Monster	movement	allowance.

Number	of	orange	tokens	required	
to	create	this	monster.

Damage	capacity.

Symbol	means	monster	can	attack	
and	damage	cities.

2 3
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Playing the Game
The	game	lasts	for	either	eight	or	nine	turns,	depending	on	whether	
there	are	four	or	three	players.	It	is	also	possible	for	the	game	to	end	
early	 if	 one	 or	more	 players	manage	 to	 place	 all	 of	 their	 damage	
cubes	-	see	below	for	more	details.	

Each	turn	consists	of	the	following	phases:

1. Determine available actions

2. Players take actions

3. End of turn

Each	phase	must	be	completed	before	the	next	phase	is	embarked	on.

PhasE onE - DEtErminE availablE actions

There	 are	 six	 action	 boxes	 which	 will	 have	 a	 certain	 number	 of	
available	actions	placed	in	them.	A	set	number	of	actions	are	always	
made	available.	Then	dice	are	rolled	to	determine	which	additional	
actions	are	added	to	these.

The	availability	of	the	first	action,	‘Create	or	heal	monster’,	is	represented	
by	orange	tokens.	If	there	are	three	players	then	place	seven	orange	
tokens	in	this	box.	If	there	are	four	players	then	place	ten	tokens.	In	the	
first	turn	only	double	this	number,	so	either	fourteen	or	twenty	tokens	
are	placed	in	the	box.	

The	availability	of	 the	second	action,	 ‘Attack’,	 is	 represented	by	white	
tokens.	The	number	that	should	be	placed	in	this	box	is	determined	by	
the	present	turn	number.	The	value	in	the	white	circle	in	the	present	turn	
box	shows	how	many	white	tokens	should	be	placed	in	the	Attack	box.	
E.g.	In	the	first	turn	two	white	tokens	should	be	placed.

The	 availability	 of	 the	 third	 action,	 ‘Move	 or	 hide	 monster’,	 is	
represented	by	purple	 tokens.	 The	number	available	depends	on	
the	 number	 of	 players.	 If	 there	 are	 three	 players	 then	 place	 one	
purple	 token	 in	 this	 box.	 If	 there	 are	 four	 players	 then	 place	 two	
tokens	in	the	box.

Place	one	hero	counter	in	the	Hero	box.	If	the	set	of	hero	counters	has	
been	exhausted	then	the	player	who	presently	holds	the	first	player	
marker	must	select	one	hero	counter	from	the	board	to	be	removed	
and	placed	in	this	box.	Place	one	infantry	counter	in	the	Military	1	box.	
If	the	pile	of	infantry	counters	has	been	exhausted	then	the	player	who	
presently	holds	the	first	player	marker	must	select	one	infantry	counter	
from	the	board	to	be	removed	and	placed	in	this	box.

No	counters	are	placed	in	the	Military	2	box.

The	first	player	must	now	roll	a	number	of	dice	to	see	which	actions	
are	added	 to.	 The	number	of	dice	 that	 should	be	 rolled	depends	
on	the	present	turn	number.	The	value	in	the	grey	die	shaped	box	
indicates	how	many	dice	should	be	rolled.	E.g.	In	the	fifth	turn	the	first	
player	must	roll	six	dice.

After	rolling	the	dice	they	should	be	placed	in	the	action	boxes	that	
match	 their	 values,	 i.e.	 all	 ‘1’s	 would	 be	 placed	 in	 the	 ‘Create	 or	
heal	monster’	action	box.	Each	die	placed	in	a	box	will	result	in	an	
extra	action	of	that	type	being	placed	in	the	box.	E.g.	each	die	in	the	
‘Attack’	action	box	would	result	 in	an	additional	white	token	being	
placed	there.

If	there	are	not	enough	hero	counters	available	then	the	first	player	
selects	the	required	number	of	hero	counters	from	the	board	to	be	
placed	in	the	Hero	action	box.

The	type	of	military	units	that	should	be	placed	in	Military	boxes	‘1’	
and	 ‘2’	depends	on	how	many	dice	are	 in	 the	box.	 If	 there	 is	only	
one	die	in	the	Military	1	box	then	one	extra	infantry	counter	is	placed	
in	there.	 If	 there	were	three	dice	in	the	box	then	one	extra	infantry	
would	be	placed	there,	as	well	as	one	armour	counter	and	one	air	
force	counter.	The	progression	is	shown	in	the	box.	E.g.	If	three	sixes	
were	rolled	then	one	armour,	one	air	force,	and	one	A	bomb	would	
be	placed	in	the	Military	2	action	box.	In	the	case	where	more	dice	
are	in	a	box	then	the	progression	allows	for	then	cycle	back	to	the	
beginning	of	the	sequence.	E.g.	If	six	‘5s’	were	rolled	then	the	extra	
counters	placed	would	be	 two	 infantry,	 two	armour,	one	air	 force,	
and	one	A	bomb.

EXAMPLE

It	is	the	fifth	turn	in	a	four	player	game.	The	set	tokens	and	counters	
have	been	added	 to	 the	action	boxes,	 as	 shown	above.	 The	 first	
player	now	rolls	six	dice,	which	are:	

This	 results	 in	one	extra	white	 token	and	 two	extra	purple	 tokens	
being	placed	in	their	respective	action	boxes.	One	infantry	and	one	
armour	are	added	to	the	Military	1	box	and	one	armour	is	added	to	
the	Military	2	box.	

PhasE two - PlayErs takE actions

This	 is	 the	 main	 phase	 of	 each	 turn.	 Going	 clockwise	 from	 the	
first	 player	 each	 player	 performs	 one	action.	 This	 process	 is	 then	
repeated	until	all	players	have	passed	in	succession,	which	usually	
means	all	of	the	available	actions	have	been	taken.

There	are	 three	actions	 that	directly	apply	 to	 the	monsters	and	 three	
actions	that	are	the	human	response	to	this	invasion,	and	a	pass	action.	

The	three	monster	related	actions	are:

1. create or heal monster
2. attack with monster
3. move or hide monster

The	three	human	related	actions	are:

4. Place hero
5. Place unit from the military 1 box
6. Place unit from the military 2 box

Actions	 ‘5’	 and	 ‘6’	 are	 effectively	 the	 same	 and	 governed	 by	 the	
same	rules.

Starting	 with	 the	 first	 player	 each	 player	 takes	 it	 in	 turn	 to	 select	
from	one	of	the	available	actions.	Continue	in	a	clockwise	direction	
around	the	table.	Play	proceeds	in	this	manner	until	all	players	pass.

here are more detailed explanation of the actions.

1.	CREATE	OR	HEAL	MONSTER

As	an	action	you	can	take	one	orange	token	from	this	action	box.	
You	 then	 have	 a	 choice.	 You	 can	 either	 place	 it	 in	 one	 of	 your	
monster	boxes,	which	will	help	you	create	that	monster,	or	you	can	
place	it	back	in	the	general	stock	and	remove	a	damage	cube	from	
a	monster.

To	create	a	monster	requires	a	number	of	orange	tokens,	as	shown	
in	the	top	right	hand	corner	of	the	monster	box.	If	after	placing	the	
token	 in	 the	 box	 the	 number	 of	 tokens	 is	 less	 than	 the	 number	
required	then	your	action	ends	and	play	proceeds	to	the	next	player.	
However,	if	the	number	of	tokens	matches	the	number	required	to	
create	the	monster	then	you	must	place	one	monster	counter	from	
that	monster	box	immediately.	Normally	when	you	place	a	monster	
you	can	place	it	in	any	city	on	the	board.	You	always	place	it	on	its	
hidden	side.	The	only	exception	to	this	rule	is	the	Bloob.	A	Bloob	only	
requires	 two	orange	 tokens	 if	 it	 is	placed	 in	 the	same	or	adjacent	
city	to	another	Bloob	of	the	same	colour.	Otherwise	it	requires	three	
orange	tokens	to	place.

There	is	no	upper	limit	to	the	number	of	monsters	that	can	be	placed	
in	a	city.	You	can	have	as	many	of	your	monsters	as	you	like	in	a	city.

You	can	only	place	an	orange	 token	 in	a	monster	box	 that	has	a	
monster	counter	in	it.

If	you	choose	to	use	the	token	to	heal	a	monster	then	the	monster	
you	intend	to	heal	must	be	hidden.

Example.	 Simon	 takes	 an	
orange	 token	 and	 places	 it	 in	
his	 Mechoor	 monster	 box.	 The	
number	 of	 tokens	 in	 the	 box	 is	
now	three,	which	is	not	enough	
to	 create	 the	monster.	 The	 next	
time	 Simon	 places	 an	 orange	
token	 in	 this	box	he	must	place	
Mechoor	on	the	board.

2.	ATTACK	WITH	MONSTER

As	 an	 action	 you	 can	 take	 one	white	 token	 from	 this	 action	 box.	
You	must	 then	place	 it	 in	one	of	your	monster	boxes.	At	 least	one	
monster	counter	from	that	box	must	be	in	play	on	the	board.	When	
you	place	the	token	in	the	box	you	have	the	choice	to	leave	it	there	
or	attack	with	 that	monster.	 You	 can	 store	as	many	attack	 tokens	
as	you	like	in	a	monster	box.	However,	once	placed	in	a	box	they	
cannot	be	moved	to	other	boxes,	they	can	only	be	removed	when	
that	monster	attacks.

Storing	attack	 tokens	 in	a	monster	box	 is	 usually	 a	good	 thing	 to	
do	as	it	allows	you	to	make	a	more	powerful	attack	at	a	later	time.	
However,	you	have	to	be	careful	not	to	wait	too	long	as	your	monster	
may	be	discovered	and	destroyed	before	it	can	launch	its	attack.

If	you	decide	to	attack	with	your	monster	then	you	can	expend	some	
or	all	of	the	attack	tokens	presently	in	the	monster	box.	The	number	
of	dice	that	a	monster	rolls	when	attacking	is	shown	by	the	number	
in	the	white	circle.	This	will	be	between	one	and	three	dice	per	token.	
All	 monsters	 can	 attack	 other	 monsters	 and	 humans	 (heroes	 or	
military).	If	there	is	a	building	symbol	in	the	monster’s	box	then	that	
monster	can	also	choose	to	attack	the	city	itself.

You	must	decide	before	you	attack	whether	you	wish	to	attack	the	
city	or	another	monster	or	the	humans,	if	you	have	that	option.	You	
must	also	state	how	many	attack	tokens	you	wish	to	expend.	Your	
monster	is	always	revealed	when	it	attacks.

If	you	decide	to	attack	another	monster	then	you	state	which	monster	
you	wish	to	attack.	That	monster	must	be	in	the	same	city	and	must	
be	 revealed,	 i.e.	 not	 on	 its	 hidden	 side,	 (although	 there	 is	 one	
exception,	Shaggoo	can	attack	a	hidden	monster).	You	cannot	attack	
your	own	monsters.	You	roll	 the	correct	number	of	dice	according	
to	the	number	of	attack	tokens	you	have	expended.	Each	roll	of	4+	
results	in	a	hit.	Each	hit	results	in	one	black	cube	being	placed	in	the	
target	monsters	box.

Damage	against	monsters	 is	 represented	by	 the	black	cubes.	 If	a	
monster	has	a	number	of	black	cubes	in	its	box	equal	to	its	damage	
capacity	 then	 it	 is	 destroyed.	 Normally	 the	 monster	 counter	 is	
returned	 to	 the	owning	player’s	monster	box,	which	means	 it	 can	
be	created	again.	The	exception	to	this	rule	is	when	Moogre	kills	a	
monster.	As	there	are	multiple	Bloob	counters	any	damage	scored	
against	 one	 should	 be	 placed	 on	 the	 counter	 rather	 than	 in	 the	
monster	box.
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Playing the Game
The	game	lasts	for	either	eight	or	nine	turns,	depending	on	whether	
there	are	four	or	three	players.	It	is	also	possible	for	the	game	to	end	
early	 if	 one	 or	more	 players	manage	 to	 place	 all	 of	 their	 damage	
cubes	-	see	below	for	more	details.	

Each	turn	consists	of	the	following	phases:

1. Determine available actions

2. Players take actions

3. End of turn

Each	phase	must	be	completed	before	the	next	phase	is	embarked	on.

PhasE onE - DEtErminE availablE actions

There	 are	 six	 action	 boxes	 which	 will	 have	 a	 certain	 number	 of	
available	actions	placed	in	them.	A	set	number	of	actions	are	always	
made	available.	Then	dice	are	rolled	to	determine	which	additional	
actions	are	added	to	these.

The	availability	of	the	first	action,	‘Create	or	heal	monster’,	is	represented	
by	orange	tokens.	If	there	are	three	players	then	place	seven	orange	
tokens	in	this	box.	If	there	are	four	players	then	place	ten	tokens.	In	the	
first	turn	only	double	this	number,	so	either	fourteen	or	twenty	tokens	
are	placed	in	the	box.	

The	availability	of	 the	second	action,	 ‘Attack’,	 is	 represented	by	white	
tokens.	The	number	that	should	be	placed	in	this	box	is	determined	by	
the	present	turn	number.	The	value	in	the	white	circle	in	the	present	turn	
box	shows	how	many	white	tokens	should	be	placed	in	the	Attack	box.	
E.g.	In	the	first	turn	two	white	tokens	should	be	placed.

The	 availability	 of	 the	 third	 action,	 ‘Move	 or	 hide	 monster’,	 is	
represented	by	purple	 tokens.	 The	number	available	depends	on	
the	 number	 of	 players.	 If	 there	 are	 three	 players	 then	 place	 one	
purple	 token	 in	 this	 box.	 If	 there	 are	 four	 players	 then	 place	 two	
tokens	in	the	box.

Place	one	hero	counter	in	the	Hero	box.	If	the	set	of	hero	counters	has	
been	exhausted	then	the	player	who	presently	holds	the	first	player	
marker	must	select	one	hero	counter	from	the	board	to	be	removed	
and	placed	in	this	box.	Place	one	infantry	counter	in	the	Military	1	box.	
If	the	pile	of	infantry	counters	has	been	exhausted	then	the	player	who	
presently	holds	the	first	player	marker	must	select	one	infantry	counter	
from	the	board	to	be	removed	and	placed	in	this	box.

No	counters	are	placed	in	the	Military	2	box.

The	first	player	must	now	roll	a	number	of	dice	to	see	which	actions	
are	added	 to.	 The	number	of	dice	 that	 should	be	 rolled	depends	
on	the	present	turn	number.	The	value	in	the	grey	die	shaped	box	
indicates	how	many	dice	should	be	rolled.	E.g.	In	the	fifth	turn	the	first	
player	must	roll	six	dice.

After	rolling	the	dice	they	should	be	placed	in	the	action	boxes	that	
match	 their	 values,	 i.e.	 all	 ‘1’s	 would	 be	 placed	 in	 the	 ‘Create	 or	
heal	monster’	action	box.	Each	die	placed	in	a	box	will	result	in	an	
extra	action	of	that	type	being	placed	in	the	box.	E.g.	each	die	in	the	
‘Attack’	action	box	would	result	 in	an	additional	white	token	being	
placed	there.

If	there	are	not	enough	hero	counters	available	then	the	first	player	
selects	the	required	number	of	hero	counters	from	the	board	to	be	
placed	in	the	Hero	action	box.

The	type	of	military	units	that	should	be	placed	in	Military	boxes	‘1’	
and	 ‘2’	depends	on	how	many	dice	are	 in	 the	box.	 If	 there	 is	only	
one	die	in	the	Military	1	box	then	one	extra	infantry	counter	is	placed	
in	there.	 If	 there	were	three	dice	in	the	box	then	one	extra	infantry	
would	be	placed	there,	as	well	as	one	armour	counter	and	one	air	
force	counter.	The	progression	is	shown	in	the	box.	E.g.	If	three	sixes	
were	rolled	then	one	armour,	one	air	force,	and	one	A	bomb	would	
be	placed	in	the	Military	2	action	box.	In	the	case	where	more	dice	
are	in	a	box	then	the	progression	allows	for	then	cycle	back	to	the	
beginning	of	the	sequence.	E.g.	If	six	‘5s’	were	rolled	then	the	extra	
counters	placed	would	be	 two	 infantry,	 two	armour,	one	air	 force,	
and	one	A	bomb.

EXAMPLE

It	is	the	fifth	turn	in	a	four	player	game.	The	set	tokens	and	counters	
have	been	added	 to	 the	action	boxes,	 as	 shown	above.	 The	 first	
player	now	rolls	six	dice,	which	are:	

This	 results	 in	one	extra	white	 token	and	 two	extra	purple	 tokens	
being	placed	in	their	respective	action	boxes.	One	infantry	and	one	
armour	are	added	to	the	Military	1	box	and	one	armour	is	added	to	
the	Military	2	box.	

PhasE two - PlayErs takE actions

This	 is	 the	 main	 phase	 of	 each	 turn.	 Going	 clockwise	 from	 the	
first	 player	 each	 player	 performs	 one	action.	 This	 process	 is	 then	
repeated	until	all	players	have	passed	in	succession,	which	usually	
means	all	of	the	available	actions	have	been	taken.

There	are	 three	actions	 that	directly	apply	 to	 the	monsters	and	 three	
actions	that	are	the	human	response	to	this	invasion,	and	a	pass	action.	

The	three	monster	related	actions	are:

1. create or heal monster
2. attack with monster
3. move or hide monster

The	three	human	related	actions	are:

4. Place hero
5. Place unit from the military 1 box
6. Place unit from the military 2 box

Actions	 ‘5’	 and	 ‘6’	 are	 effectively	 the	 same	 and	 governed	 by	 the	
same	rules.

Starting	 with	 the	 first	 player	 each	 player	 takes	 it	 in	 turn	 to	 select	
from	one	of	the	available	actions.	Continue	in	a	clockwise	direction	
around	the	table.	Play	proceeds	in	this	manner	until	all	players	pass.

here are more detailed explanation of the actions.

1.	CREATE	OR	HEAL	MONSTER

As	an	action	you	can	take	one	orange	token	from	this	action	box.	
You	 then	 have	 a	 choice.	 You	 can	 either	 place	 it	 in	 one	 of	 your	
monster	boxes,	which	will	help	you	create	that	monster,	or	you	can	
place	it	back	in	the	general	stock	and	remove	a	damage	cube	from	
a	monster.

To	create	a	monster	requires	a	number	of	orange	tokens,	as	shown	
in	the	top	right	hand	corner	of	the	monster	box.	If	after	placing	the	
token	 in	 the	 box	 the	 number	 of	 tokens	 is	 less	 than	 the	 number	
required	then	your	action	ends	and	play	proceeds	to	the	next	player.	
However,	if	the	number	of	tokens	matches	the	number	required	to	
create	the	monster	then	you	must	place	one	monster	counter	from	
that	monster	box	immediately.	Normally	when	you	place	a	monster	
you	can	place	it	in	any	city	on	the	board.	You	always	place	it	on	its	
hidden	side.	The	only	exception	to	this	rule	is	the	Bloob.	A	Bloob	only	
requires	 two	orange	 tokens	 if	 it	 is	placed	 in	 the	same	or	adjacent	
city	to	another	Bloob	of	the	same	colour.	Otherwise	it	requires	three	
orange	tokens	to	place.

There	is	no	upper	limit	to	the	number	of	monsters	that	can	be	placed	
in	a	city.	You	can	have	as	many	of	your	monsters	as	you	like	in	a	city.

You	can	only	place	an	orange	 token	 in	a	monster	box	 that	has	a	
monster	counter	in	it.

If	you	choose	to	use	the	token	to	heal	a	monster	then	the	monster	
you	intend	to	heal	must	be	hidden.

Example.	 Simon	 takes	 an	
orange	 token	 and	 places	 it	 in	
his	 Mechoor	 monster	 box.	 The	
number	 of	 tokens	 in	 the	 box	 is	
now	three,	which	is	not	enough	
to	 create	 the	monster.	 The	 next	
time	 Simon	 places	 an	 orange	
token	 in	 this	box	he	must	place	
Mechoor	on	the	board.

2.	ATTACK	WITH	MONSTER

As	 an	 action	 you	 can	 take	 one	white	 token	 from	 this	 action	 box.	
You	must	 then	place	 it	 in	one	of	your	monster	boxes.	At	 least	one	
monster	counter	from	that	box	must	be	in	play	on	the	board.	When	
you	place	the	token	in	the	box	you	have	the	choice	to	leave	it	there	
or	attack	with	 that	monster.	 You	 can	 store	as	many	attack	 tokens	
as	you	like	in	a	monster	box.	However,	once	placed	in	a	box	they	
cannot	be	moved	to	other	boxes,	they	can	only	be	removed	when	
that	monster	attacks.

Storing	attack	 tokens	 in	a	monster	box	 is	 usually	 a	good	 thing	 to	
do	as	it	allows	you	to	make	a	more	powerful	attack	at	a	later	time.	
However,	you	have	to	be	careful	not	to	wait	too	long	as	your	monster	
may	be	discovered	and	destroyed	before	it	can	launch	its	attack.

If	you	decide	to	attack	with	your	monster	then	you	can	expend	some	
or	all	of	the	attack	tokens	presently	in	the	monster	box.	The	number	
of	dice	that	a	monster	rolls	when	attacking	is	shown	by	the	number	
in	the	white	circle.	This	will	be	between	one	and	three	dice	per	token.	
All	 monsters	 can	 attack	 other	 monsters	 and	 humans	 (heroes	 or	
military).	If	there	is	a	building	symbol	in	the	monster’s	box	then	that	
monster	can	also	choose	to	attack	the	city	itself.

You	must	decide	before	you	attack	whether	you	wish	to	attack	the	
city	or	another	monster	or	the	humans,	if	you	have	that	option.	You	
must	also	state	how	many	attack	tokens	you	wish	to	expend.	Your	
monster	is	always	revealed	when	it	attacks.

If	you	decide	to	attack	another	monster	then	you	state	which	monster	
you	wish	to	attack.	That	monster	must	be	in	the	same	city	and	must	
be	 revealed,	 i.e.	 not	 on	 its	 hidden	 side,	 (although	 there	 is	 one	
exception,	Shaggoo	can	attack	a	hidden	monster).	You	cannot	attack	
your	own	monsters.	You	roll	 the	correct	number	of	dice	according	
to	the	number	of	attack	tokens	you	have	expended.	Each	roll	of	4+	
results	in	a	hit.	Each	hit	results	in	one	black	cube	being	placed	in	the	
target	monsters	box.

Damage	against	monsters	 is	 represented	by	 the	black	cubes.	 If	a	
monster	has	a	number	of	black	cubes	in	its	box	equal	to	its	damage	
capacity	 then	 it	 is	 destroyed.	 Normally	 the	 monster	 counter	 is	
returned	 to	 the	owning	player’s	monster	box,	which	means	 it	 can	
be	created	again.	The	exception	to	this	rule	is	when	Moogre	kills	a	
monster.	As	there	are	multiple	Bloob	counters	any	damage	scored	
against	 one	 should	 be	 placed	 on	 the	 counter	 rather	 than	 in	 the	
monster	box.
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If	you	decide	to	target	the	humans	in	a	city	then	your	attack	will	be	
against	all	of	 the	human	counters	 in	 that	city.	Heroes	and	military	
counters	(infantry	and	armour)	are	termed	humans.	Before	you	can	
attack	all	armour	units	in	that	city	roll	to	see	if	they	hit	your	monster.	
Roll	 three	dice	for	each	armoured	unit.	Every	roll	of	4+	results	 in	a	
hit	against	the	monster.	If	your	monster	survives	then	roll	the	correct	
number	 of	 dice,	 depending	 on	 the	 number	 of	 attack	 tokens	 you	
expend	and	 the	attack	 strength	of	 the	monster.	 Each	 roll	 of	 4+	 is	
a	hit,	which	will	 eliminate	one	human	counter.	 You	 choose	which	
counters	are	eliminated.	 If	 any	 infantry	 counters	 survive	 then	 they	
will	attack	you,	in	the	same	way	as	an	armour	unit	but	only	rolling	
two	dice	each	this	time.

If	you	decide	to	target	the	city	then	first	any	armour	units	in	that	city	
will	fire	at	you.	If	your	monster	is	still	alive	after	this	attack	then	you	roll	
dice	according	to	the	number	of	attack	tokens	you	have	expended	
and	your	attack	strength.	Each	 roll	of	4+	 is	a	hit.	All	human	units,	
which	includes	heroes,		must	be	eliminated	before	any	damage	can	
be	registered	against	the	city.	Each	hit	against	the	city	results	in	you	
placing	one	of	your	own	coloured	damage	cubes	in	the	city.	

A	 city	 cannot	 take	 more	 than	 eight	 damage	 cubes	 in	 total.	 Any	
surplus	hits	are	wasted.	 If	after	 the	attack	 there	are	any	surviving	
infantry	units	 these	will	attack	your	monsters,	 in	 the	same	way	as	
described	above.

The	 Bloob.	 	 When	 you	 attack	 with	 this	 type	 of	 monster	 you	 can	
choose	 to	attack	with	 some	or	all	 of	 your	bloobs.	 Each	bloob	will	
roll	 a	 number	 of	 dice	 equal	 to	 the	 number	 of	 attack	 cubes	 you	
expended.	Each	monster	can	choose	its	own	target,	i.e.	some	may	
attack	the	city	they	are	in	while	others	attack	other	monsters.	Resolve	
each	attack	separately	and	in	an	order	of	your	own	choosing.

Example of a monster attacking a city.
The	 red	player	 takes	one	attack	 token	and	places	 it	 in	his	Mechoor	
monster	box.	He	can	now	choose	to	attack	with	Mechoor,	which	he	
decides	to	do.	He	has	four	tokens	in	his	monster	box	and	decides	to	
expend	all	of	them.	The	armour	unit	attacks	before	Mechoor	can.	Three	
dice	are	rolled	an	two	of	them	are	hits.	Two	black	damage	cubes	are	
placed	in	the	monster	box.	The	red	player	now	rolls	twelve	dice,	(four	
lots	of	three	dice).	He	rolls	six	hits.	The	first	three	hits	have	to	go	against	
the	human	counters,	so	all	 three	are	removed.	The	remaining	 three	
hits	go	against	the	city	and	so	three	red	damage	cubes	are	placed.

Example of bloobs  attacking.
The	 red	 player	 takes	 one	 attack	 token	 and	 places	 it	 in	 his	 Bloob	
monster	box.	He	has	 two	Bloobs	on	 the	board,	one	 in	Rome	and	
one	other	in	Tokyo.	He	can	now	choose	to	attack	with	none,	one,	or	

both	of	these	monsters.	He	decides	to	attack	with	both.	He	has	three	
attack	 tokens	 and	decides	 to	 expend	all	 of	 them	and	attack	with	
both	monsters.	He	will	roll	three	dice	for	each	Bloob.

The	 monster	 attack	
in	Rome	is	a	disaster	
and	 no	 hits	 were	
rolled.	 The	 one	 in	
Tokyo	 is	 better	 and	
two	hits	were	rolled.

The	infantry	unit	in	
Rome	now	attacks	the	monster.	Two	dice	are	rolled	and	both	are	
hits.	Two	damage	cubes	are	placed	one	top	of	the	Bloob	counter,	
not	in	the	monster	box.

Example of monster attacking 
another monster.
The	 yellow	 player	 takes	 a	 white	
attack	 token	 and	 places	 it	 in	 his	
Moogre	monster	 box.	He	 now	has	
the	 option	 to	 attack	 Mechoor.	 This	
is	 possible	 as	 Mechoor	 is	 on	 its	

revealed	side.	The	yellow	player	expends	three	white	attack	tokens,	
and	so	rolls	six	dice	in	all.	Four	are	hits.	Mechoor	has	already	suffered	
three	damage	and	so	he	is	destroyed	by	Moogre.	The	yellow	player	
takes	the	Mechoor	counter	and	places	it	in	his	Moogre	monster	box.	It	
will	score	him	6VPs	at	the	end	of	the	game.	Note	that	the	infantry	unit	
in	the	city	does	not	take	part	in	the	combat.

3.	MOVE	OR	HIDE	MONSTER

As	an	action	you	can	take	one	purple	token	from	this	action	box.	You	
must	use	it	immediately.	You	must	move	or	hide	one	of	your	monsters	
that	is	on	the	board.	A	monsters	movement	allowance	is	shown	in	the	
purple	circle.	This	is	the	number	of	connections	it	is	allowed	to	move	
along.	A	monster	must	always	move	along	the	black	connecting	lines.	

A	monster	cannot	end	up	in	the	same	city	 that	 it	started	from,	nor	
can	it	visit	the	same	city	twice.

If	 you	 choose	 to	 hide	 your	 monster	 instead	 then	 you	 flip	 it	 to	 its	
hidden	side.

If	you	have	your	Spectoor	monster	in	play,	even	if	it	is	hidden,	than	
you	double	the	number	of	actions	that	your	monster	carries	out,	i.e.	
it	could	move	twice	or	move	once	and	then	hide.	Spectoor’s	ability	
can	be	used	on	itself.

4.	PLACE	HERO

Take	one	hero	counter	from	the	action	box	and	place	it	in	a	city	of	your	
choice.	You	then	roll	one	die	against	each	hidden	monster	in	that	city,	
including	your	own.	On	a	roll	of	4+	the	monster	being	rolled	for	is	flipped	
to	its	revealed	side.	

If	there	is	already	one	or	more	hero	counters	in	the	city	then	roll	again	for	
each	of	those	counters,	as	if	they	had	just	been	placed.

Any	military	units	in	that	city	can	now	attack	any	revealed	monsters,	
even	ones	that	had	already	been	revealed	before	 the	hero	counter	
was	placed.	
A	hero	is	the	only	human	who	can	damage	a	Drakoor	monster.	After	
rolling	to	see	which	monsters	are	revealed	roll	one	die	for	each	hero	in	
the	city.	Each	roll	of	4+	will	eliminate	one	Drakoor	monster.

Example of placing a hero.
The	blue	player	takes	a	hero	counter	from	the	Hero	action	box	and	
places	it	in	London.	There	are	two	hidden	monsters	in	the	city.	There	
is	also	a	hero	 that	was	placed	 in	an	earlier	 turn	and	one	 infantry	
counter.

As	there	are	now	two	hero	counters	in	the	city	the	blue	player	rolls	
two	dice	against	each	hidden	monster.	With	both	 rolls	one	of	 the	
dice	is	more	than	three,	which	means	a	successful	discovery.	Both	
monster	counters	are	revealed.

The	two	hero	counters	can	now	attack	the	Drakoor.	The	blue	player	
rolls	one	die	for	each	of	the	hero	counters.	One	of	the	results	is	more	
than	 three,	which	means	 the	Drakoor	 is	eliminated.	He	 is	handed	
back	 to	 the	owning	player.	The	 infantry	unit	now	attacks	Spectoor.	
Two	dice	are	rolled	but	only	one	hit	is	scored.	The	red	player	places	
one	black	cube	in	his	Spectoor		monster	box.

5	&	6.		PLACE	MILITARY

There	are	two	military	boxes	in	the	action	display.	As	an	action	you	
can	take	one	military	counter	from	one	box	and	place	it	in	a	city	of	
your	choice.

If	there	are	any	revealed	monsters	in	the	city	that	you	place	the	unit	
in	then	you	must	attack	with	all	of	 the	military	counters	 in	that	city.	
You	decide	before	rolling	the	dice	which	counters	will	attack	which	
monsters.	You	roll	 three	dice	for	each	armoured	unit	and	two	dice	
for	each	for	infantry	unit.	Any	roll	of	4+	is	a	hit	and	results	in	a	black	
damage	cube	being	placed	against	that	monster.

Infantry	and	armour	units	are	left	in	the	city	after	placing.

If	you	place	an	air	force	counter	then	it	must	be	placed	in	a	city	that	
has	at	least	one	revealed	monster.	You	roll	four	dice	for	the	counter.	
Any	‘1s’	are	collateral	damage	and	result	in	a	black	damage	cube	
being	 placed	 in	 the	 city.	 After	 the	 attack	 the	 air	 force	 counter	 is	
placed	back	in	the	stock,	it	does	not	remain	in	the	city.

If	you	take	an	A	bomb	counter	then	it	must	be	used	against	a	city	that	
has	at	 least	one	revealed	monster	 in	 it.	You	roll	eight	dice	against	
each	monster	in	the	city,	including	any	hidden	monsters.	After	that	
you	roll	eight	more	dice	to	see	how	many	black	damage	cubes	are	
placed	in	the	city.	 the	counter	 is	 then	returned	to	the	stock,	 it	does	
not	remain	the	city.

Example of placing a military counter.
The	green	player	 takes	an	armour	counter	 from	the	Military	2	box	
and	places	it	in	Paris.	This	counter	and	the	previously	placed	infantry	
counter	 can	now	attack.	 The	green	player	decides	 to	use	both	of	
them	against	the	Bloob.	Five	dice	are	rolled	and	four	of	them	are	hits.	
This	is	enough	to	destroy	the	Bloob.	The	surplus	hit	is	wasted,	it	does	
not	go	against	Moogre.

THE	PASS	ACTION

If	 there	is	no	other	action	that	you	can	or	wish	to	do	then	you	can	
state	 that	you	are	passing.	Passing	 in	one	round	of	play	does	not	
stop	you	performing	an	action	in	a	later	round	of	play.

You	can	also	place	your	Pass	token	in	any	of	the	six	action	boxes.	
This	counts	as	a	pass	action	for	the	purposes	of	ending	the	phase.

When	it	is	your	turn	again	you	must	remove	your	Pass	token	from	the	
action	box	and	perform	that	action.	This	also	counts	as	a	pass	for	the	
purposes	of	ending	the	phase.	There	is	no	restriction	on	the	number	
of	times	that	you	can	use	your	Pass	token.

If	you	placed	your	Pass	token	in	the	Create	Monster	or	Heal	action	
box	 then	when	you	 took	 the	 token	back	you	would	also	 take	one	
orange	token	from	the	stock	and	use	 it	as	described	earlier	 in	 the	
rules.	

If	you	placed	your	Pass	token	in	the	Attack	with	Monster	action	box	
then	when	you	take	it	back	you	take	one	white	attack	token	from	the	
stock	and	use	it	according	to	the	rules	described	earlier.

If	you	placed	your	Pass	 token	 in	 the	Move	or	Hide	monster	action	
box	then	when	you	take	it	back	you	must	move	or	hide	one	of	your	
monsters,	as	if	you	had	taken	a	purple	token.

If	you	placed	your	Pass	token	in	the	Place	Hero	action	box	then	when	
you	take	it	back	you	must	place	a	hero	counter	in	a	city.	 If	 there	is	
none	available	in	the	stock	then	you	would	take	one	from	the	board.	
You	could	place	this	hero	 in	 the	same	city	you	took	him	from.	This	
counters	as	a	Place	Hero	action.

If	you	placed	your	Pass	token	in	either	Military	1	or	2	action	boxes	
then	when	 you	 take	 it	 back	 you	must	 place	 either	 an	 infantry	 or	
armour	counter,	depending	on	whether	you	placed	the	token	in	box	
1	 or	 2,	 and	place	 it	 in	 a	 city	 of	 your	 choice.	 If	 there	 is	 no	 counter	
available	in	the	stock	then	you	take	one	from	the	board	and	place	it.	
You	may	place	it	in	the	same	city	that	you	took	the	counter	from.	This	
counts	as	a	Place	Military	action.

PhasE thrEE - nEw turn

Once	 all	 players	 have	 passed	 in	 succession,	 and	 this	 includes	
placing	 or	 taking	a	 Pass	 token,	 then	phase	 two	 ends	and	phase	
three	begins.

Remove	any	remaining	tokens	or	counters	from	the	Available	Action	
boxes.	

If	one	or	more	players	have	placed	all	twenty	of	their	damage	cubes	
then	the	game	ends	and	victory	points	are	calculated.

Otherwise	move	the	turn	marker	on	one	turn	and	start	a	new	turn.

With	four	players	the	game	will	end	after	eight	turns.	
With	three	players	the	game	will	end	after	nine	turns.
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If	you	decide	to	target	the	humans	in	a	city	then	your	attack	will	be	
against	all	of	 the	human	counters	 in	 that	city.	Heroes	and	military	
counters	(infantry	and	armour)	are	termed	humans.	Before	you	can	
attack	all	armour	units	in	that	city	roll	to	see	if	they	hit	your	monster.	
Roll	 three	dice	for	each	armoured	unit.	Every	roll	of	4+	results	 in	a	
hit	against	the	monster.	If	your	monster	survives	then	roll	the	correct	
number	 of	 dice,	 depending	 on	 the	 number	 of	 attack	 tokens	 you	
expend	and	 the	attack	 strength	of	 the	monster.	 Each	 roll	 of	 4+	 is	
a	hit,	which	will	 eliminate	one	human	counter.	 You	 choose	which	
counters	are	eliminated.	 If	 any	 infantry	 counters	 survive	 then	 they	
will	attack	you,	in	the	same	way	as	an	armour	unit	but	only	rolling	
two	dice	each	this	time.

If	you	decide	to	target	the	city	then	first	any	armour	units	in	that	city	
will	fire	at	you.	If	your	monster	is	still	alive	after	this	attack	then	you	roll	
dice	according	to	the	number	of	attack	tokens	you	have	expended	
and	your	attack	strength.	Each	 roll	of	4+	 is	a	hit.	All	human	units,	
which	includes	heroes,		must	be	eliminated	before	any	damage	can	
be	registered	against	the	city.	Each	hit	against	the	city	results	in	you	
placing	one	of	your	own	coloured	damage	cubes	in	the	city.	

A	 city	 cannot	 take	 more	 than	 eight	 damage	 cubes	 in	 total.	 Any	
surplus	hits	are	wasted.	 If	after	 the	attack	 there	are	any	surviving	
infantry	units	 these	will	attack	your	monsters,	 in	 the	same	way	as	
described	above.

The	 Bloob.	 	 When	 you	 attack	 with	 this	 type	 of	 monster	 you	 can	
choose	 to	attack	with	 some	or	all	 of	 your	bloobs.	 Each	bloob	will	
roll	 a	 number	 of	 dice	 equal	 to	 the	 number	 of	 attack	 cubes	 you	
expended.	Each	monster	can	choose	its	own	target,	i.e.	some	may	
attack	the	city	they	are	in	while	others	attack	other	monsters.	Resolve	
each	attack	separately	and	in	an	order	of	your	own	choosing.

Example of a monster attacking a city.
The	 red	player	 takes	one	attack	 token	and	places	 it	 in	his	Mechoor	
monster	box.	He	can	now	choose	to	attack	with	Mechoor,	which	he	
decides	to	do.	He	has	four	tokens	in	his	monster	box	and	decides	to	
expend	all	of	them.	The	armour	unit	attacks	before	Mechoor	can.	Three	
dice	are	rolled	an	two	of	them	are	hits.	Two	black	damage	cubes	are	
placed	in	the	monster	box.	The	red	player	now	rolls	twelve	dice,	(four	
lots	of	three	dice).	He	rolls	six	hits.	The	first	three	hits	have	to	go	against	
the	human	counters,	so	all	 three	are	removed.	The	remaining	 three	
hits	go	against	the	city	and	so	three	red	damage	cubes	are	placed.

Example of bloobs  attacking.
The	 red	 player	 takes	 one	 attack	 token	 and	 places	 it	 in	 his	 Bloob	
monster	box.	He	has	 two	Bloobs	on	 the	board,	one	 in	Rome	and	
one	other	in	Tokyo.	He	can	now	choose	to	attack	with	none,	one,	or	

both	of	these	monsters.	He	decides	to	attack	with	both.	He	has	three	
attack	 tokens	 and	decides	 to	 expend	all	 of	 them	and	attack	with	
both	monsters.	He	will	roll	three	dice	for	each	Bloob.

The	 monster	 attack	
in	Rome	is	a	disaster	
and	 no	 hits	 were	
rolled.	 The	 one	 in	
Tokyo	 is	 better	 and	
two	hits	were	rolled.

The	infantry	unit	in	
Rome	now	attacks	the	monster.	Two	dice	are	rolled	and	both	are	
hits.	Two	damage	cubes	are	placed	one	top	of	the	Bloob	counter,	
not	in	the	monster	box.

Example of monster attacking 
another monster.
The	 yellow	 player	 takes	 a	 white	
attack	 token	 and	 places	 it	 in	 his	
Moogre	monster	 box.	He	 now	has	
the	 option	 to	 attack	 Mechoor.	 This	
is	 possible	 as	 Mechoor	 is	 on	 its	

revealed	side.	The	yellow	player	expends	three	white	attack	tokens,	
and	so	rolls	six	dice	in	all.	Four	are	hits.	Mechoor	has	already	suffered	
three	damage	and	so	he	is	destroyed	by	Moogre.	The	yellow	player	
takes	the	Mechoor	counter	and	places	it	in	his	Moogre	monster	box.	It	
will	score	him	6VPs	at	the	end	of	the	game.	Note	that	the	infantry	unit	
in	the	city	does	not	take	part	in	the	combat.

3.	MOVE	OR	HIDE	MONSTER

As	an	action	you	can	take	one	purple	token	from	this	action	box.	You	
must	use	it	immediately.	You	must	move	or	hide	one	of	your	monsters	
that	is	on	the	board.	A	monsters	movement	allowance	is	shown	in	the	
purple	circle.	This	is	the	number	of	connections	it	is	allowed	to	move	
along.	A	monster	must	always	move	along	the	black	connecting	lines.	

A	monster	cannot	end	up	in	the	same	city	 that	 it	started	from,	nor	
can	it	visit	the	same	city	twice.

If	 you	 choose	 to	 hide	 your	 monster	 instead	 then	 you	 flip	 it	 to	 its	
hidden	side.

If	you	have	your	Spectoor	monster	in	play,	even	if	it	is	hidden,	than	
you	double	the	number	of	actions	that	your	monster	carries	out,	i.e.	
it	could	move	twice	or	move	once	and	then	hide.	Spectoor’s	ability	
can	be	used	on	itself.

4.	PLACE	HERO

Take	one	hero	counter	from	the	action	box	and	place	it	in	a	city	of	your	
choice.	You	then	roll	one	die	against	each	hidden	monster	in	that	city,	
including	your	own.	On	a	roll	of	4+	the	monster	being	rolled	for	is	flipped	
to	its	revealed	side.	

If	there	is	already	one	or	more	hero	counters	in	the	city	then	roll	again	for	
each	of	those	counters,	as	if	they	had	just	been	placed.

Any	military	units	in	that	city	can	now	attack	any	revealed	monsters,	
even	ones	that	had	already	been	revealed	before	 the	hero	counter	
was	placed.	
A	hero	is	the	only	human	who	can	damage	a	Drakoor	monster.	After	
rolling	to	see	which	monsters	are	revealed	roll	one	die	for	each	hero	in	
the	city.	Each	roll	of	4+	will	eliminate	one	Drakoor	monster.

Example of placing a hero.
The	blue	player	takes	a	hero	counter	from	the	Hero	action	box	and	
places	it	in	London.	There	are	two	hidden	monsters	in	the	city.	There	
is	also	a	hero	 that	was	placed	 in	an	earlier	 turn	and	one	 infantry	
counter.

As	there	are	now	two	hero	counters	in	the	city	the	blue	player	rolls	
two	dice	against	each	hidden	monster.	With	both	 rolls	one	of	 the	
dice	is	more	than	three,	which	means	a	successful	discovery.	Both	
monster	counters	are	revealed.

The	two	hero	counters	can	now	attack	the	Drakoor.	The	blue	player	
rolls	one	die	for	each	of	the	hero	counters.	One	of	the	results	is	more	
than	 three,	which	means	 the	Drakoor	 is	eliminated.	He	 is	handed	
back	 to	 the	owning	player.	The	 infantry	unit	now	attacks	Spectoor.	
Two	dice	are	rolled	but	only	one	hit	is	scored.	The	red	player	places	
one	black	cube	in	his	Spectoor		monster	box.

5	&	6.		PLACE	MILITARY

There	are	two	military	boxes	in	the	action	display.	As	an	action	you	
can	take	one	military	counter	from	one	box	and	place	it	in	a	city	of	
your	choice.

If	there	are	any	revealed	monsters	in	the	city	that	you	place	the	unit	
in	then	you	must	attack	with	all	of	 the	military	counters	 in	that	city.	
You	decide	before	rolling	the	dice	which	counters	will	attack	which	
monsters.	You	roll	 three	dice	for	each	armoured	unit	and	two	dice	
for	each	for	infantry	unit.	Any	roll	of	4+	is	a	hit	and	results	in	a	black	
damage	cube	being	placed	against	that	monster.

Infantry	and	armour	units	are	left	in	the	city	after	placing.

If	you	place	an	air	force	counter	then	it	must	be	placed	in	a	city	that	
has	at	least	one	revealed	monster.	You	roll	four	dice	for	the	counter.	
Any	‘1s’	are	collateral	damage	and	result	in	a	black	damage	cube	
being	 placed	 in	 the	 city.	 After	 the	 attack	 the	 air	 force	 counter	 is	
placed	back	in	the	stock,	it	does	not	remain	in	the	city.

If	you	take	an	A	bomb	counter	then	it	must	be	used	against	a	city	that	
has	at	 least	one	revealed	monster	 in	 it.	You	roll	eight	dice	against	
each	monster	in	the	city,	including	any	hidden	monsters.	After	that	
you	roll	eight	more	dice	to	see	how	many	black	damage	cubes	are	
placed	in	the	city.	 the	counter	 is	 then	returned	to	the	stock,	 it	does	
not	remain	the	city.

Example of placing a military counter.
The	green	player	 takes	an	armour	counter	 from	the	Military	2	box	
and	places	it	in	Paris.	This	counter	and	the	previously	placed	infantry	
counter	 can	now	attack.	 The	green	player	decides	 to	use	both	of	
them	against	the	Bloob.	Five	dice	are	rolled	and	four	of	them	are	hits.	
This	is	enough	to	destroy	the	Bloob.	The	surplus	hit	is	wasted,	it	does	
not	go	against	Moogre.

THE	PASS	ACTION

If	 there	is	no	other	action	that	you	can	or	wish	to	do	then	you	can	
state	 that	you	are	passing.	Passing	 in	one	round	of	play	does	not	
stop	you	performing	an	action	in	a	later	round	of	play.

You	can	also	place	your	Pass	token	in	any	of	the	six	action	boxes.	
This	counts	as	a	pass	action	for	the	purposes	of	ending	the	phase.

When	it	is	your	turn	again	you	must	remove	your	Pass	token	from	the	
action	box	and	perform	that	action.	This	also	counts	as	a	pass	for	the	
purposes	of	ending	the	phase.	There	is	no	restriction	on	the	number	
of	times	that	you	can	use	your	Pass	token.

If	you	placed	your	Pass	token	in	the	Create	Monster	or	Heal	action	
box	 then	when	you	 took	 the	 token	back	you	would	also	 take	one	
orange	token	from	the	stock	and	use	 it	as	described	earlier	 in	 the	
rules.	

If	you	placed	your	Pass	token	in	the	Attack	with	Monster	action	box	
then	when	you	take	it	back	you	take	one	white	attack	token	from	the	
stock	and	use	it	according	to	the	rules	described	earlier.

If	you	placed	your	Pass	 token	 in	 the	Move	or	Hide	monster	action	
box	then	when	you	take	it	back	you	must	move	or	hide	one	of	your	
monsters,	as	if	you	had	taken	a	purple	token.

If	you	placed	your	Pass	token	in	the	Place	Hero	action	box	then	when	
you	take	it	back	you	must	place	a	hero	counter	in	a	city.	 If	 there	is	
none	available	in	the	stock	then	you	would	take	one	from	the	board.	
You	could	place	this	hero	 in	 the	same	city	you	took	him	from.	This	
counters	as	a	Place	Hero	action.

If	you	placed	your	Pass	token	in	either	Military	1	or	2	action	boxes	
then	when	 you	 take	 it	 back	 you	must	 place	 either	 an	 infantry	 or	
armour	counter,	depending	on	whether	you	placed	the	token	in	box	
1	 or	 2,	 and	place	 it	 in	 a	 city	 of	 your	 choice.	 If	 there	 is	 no	 counter	
available	in	the	stock	then	you	take	one	from	the	board	and	place	it.	
You	may	place	it	in	the	same	city	that	you	took	the	counter	from.	This	
counts	as	a	Place	Military	action.

PhasE thrEE - nEw turn

Once	 all	 players	 have	 passed	 in	 succession,	 and	 this	 includes	
placing	 or	 taking	a	 Pass	 token,	 then	phase	 two	 ends	and	phase	
three	begins.

Remove	any	remaining	tokens	or	counters	from	the	Available	Action	
boxes.	

If	one	or	more	players	have	placed	all	twenty	of	their	damage	cubes	
then	the	game	ends	and	victory	points	are	calculated.

Otherwise	move	the	turn	marker	on	one	turn	and	start	a	new	turn.

With	four	players	the	game	will	end	after	eight	turns.	
With	three	players	the	game	will	end	after	nine	turns.
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vittoriA

A	questo	punto,	i	giocatori	sommano	il	numero	di	Punti	Vittoria	ottenuti.

Tutti	i	giocatori	rivelano	le	proprie	pedine	Città.	Se	la	città	ha	1	o	0	cubetti	
danno	(di	qualsiasi	colore),	la	pedina	avrà	un	valore	di	5	PV.	Se	la	città	
ha	un	numero	di	cubetti	danno	compreso	tra	2	e	7,	la	pedina	avrà	un	
valore	di	3	PV.	Se	la	città	è	stata	distrutta,	cioè	ha	un	totale	di	8	cubetti	
danno,	la	pedina	non	avrà	alcun	valore.

I	giocatori	ottengono	Punti	Vittoria	infliggendo	danni	alle	città.	Il	
giocatore	che	ha	inflitto	più	danni	a	una	città	ottiene	4	PV.	In	caso	di	
parità,	ogni	giocatore	ottiene	2	PV.	Il	giocatore	che	ha	inflitto	il	secondo	
numero	più	alto	di	danni	a	una	città	ottiene	1	PV.	In	caso	di	parità	per	il	
secondo	posto,	i	giocatori	non	ottengono	Punti	Vittoria.	Devono	essere	
conteggiati	anche	i	cubetti	neri.	Ad	esempio,	se	una	città	ha	4	cubetti	
danno	neri	e	3	cubetti	rossi,	il	giocatore	rosso	otterrà	soltanto	1	PV	in	
quanto	si	è	classificato	al	secondo	posto.

Ogni	Drakoor	sul	tabellone	al	termine	del	gioco	consente	al	rispettivo	
proprietario	di	ottenere	3	PV	meno	1	PV	per	ogni	altra	pedina	mostro	
presente	nella	città	interessata	(compresi	i	mostri	dello	stesso	colore,	
ma	naturalmente	escluso	il	proprio	Drakoor).	Il	numero	minimo	di	PV	
ottenibili	per	un	Drakoor	è	zero.

Inoltre,	ogni	mostro	eliminato	da	Moogre	consente	di	ottenere	un	
numero	di	Punti	Vittoria	uguale	ai	relativi	Danni	consentiti,	a	prescindere	
dal	fatto	che	Moogre	sia	ancora	in	gioco.

Il	vincitore	è	il	giocatore	con	il	numero	più	elevato	di	Punti	Vittoria.	In	
caso	di	parità,	il	vincitore	è	il	giocatore	con	più	cubetti	danno	nelle	città.	
In	caso	di	ulteriore	parità,	il	vincitore	è	il	giocatore	con	più	mostri	sul	
tabellone.	In	caso	di	ulteriore	parità,	il	gioco	si	conclude	in	parità.

I MOSTRI

Il	primo	bloob	creato	richiede	tre	gettoni	
arancione,	quindi	i	Bloob	successivi	
possono	essere	creati	con	due	gettoni	
arancioni,	a	condizione	che	siano	
posizionati	nella	stessa	città	di	un	altro	
Bloob	oppure	in	una	città	connessa.	
Qualora	il	giocatore	crei	un	Bloob	
utilizzando	tre	gettoni	arancioni,	deve	
essere	posizionato	in	una	città	non	connessa	a	una	città	contenente	altri	
Bloob	dello	stesso	giocatore.	Quando	un	Bloob	subisce	danni,	i	cubetti	
danno	devono	essere	posizionati	sulla	relativa	pedina.	L’attaccante	può	
utilizzare	uno	o	più	Bloob	(fare	riferimento	alle	sezioni	precedenti).

Kiddoo	è	il	mostro	più	infido.	Quando	
si	attacca	con	un	mostro	in	una	città	
che	contiene	anche	la	propria	pedina	
Kiddoo,	è	possibile	attaccare	anche	con	
Kiddoo.	Kiddoo	tira	sempre	almeno	un	
dado,	anche	se	non	ha	gettoni	attacco.	
Inoltre,	Kiddoo	attacca	sempre	per	primo,	
addirittura	prima	dei	Mezzi	Corazzati.

shaggoo	è	specializzato	nello	stanare	gli	
altri	mostri	e	attaccarli.	Infatti,	permette	
di	attaccare	un	altro	mostro	anche	
se	è	nascosto.	In	tal	caso,	vengono	
rivelati	entrambi	i	mostri.	Shaggoo	può	
attaccare	un	Drakoor	per	rivelarlo,	ma	
non	può	infliggergli	alcun	danno.

moogre	consente	di	ottenere	Punti	
Vittoria	per	ogni	mostro	eliminato.	
Quando	Moogre	elimina	un	
mostro,	il	giocatore	prende	la	
pedina	mostro	e	la	posiziona	nella	
propria	casella	Moogre.	Alla	fine	
del	gioco,	il	giocatore	otterrà	un	
numero	di	PV	uguale	ai	Danni	
consentiti	del	mostro	eliminato.

Drakoor	si	muove	nell’ombra	nutrendosi	
di	essere	umani.	Il	costo	in	gettoni	
arancioni	per	posizionare	un	Drakoor	
è	1	+	1	per	ogni	Drakoor	del	proprio	
colore	già	presente	sul	tabellone.	Alla	
fine	del	gioco,	ogni	giocatore	ottiene	3	
PV	per	ogni	Drakoor	meno	1	PV	per	ogni	
altro	mostro	nella	stessa	città,	proprio	o	
degli	avversari.	Drakoor	non	può	essere	

danneggiato	da	unità	militari	o	altri	mostri.	Drakoor	può	essere	
eliminato	solamente	da	un	Eroe	o	da	un	altro	Drakoor.	Tirare	un	
1d6	per	ogni	Eroe:	un	risultato	di	4+	è	sufficiente	per	eliminarlo.	In	
caso	di	combattimento	tra	Drakoor,	si	applicano	le	normali	regole	
di	combattimento.

spectoor	è	la	mente	suprema	dietro	
le	quinte.	Se	il	giocatore	prende	
un	gettone	movimento	viola	e	ha	
la	propria	pedina	Spectoor	sul	
tabellone,	può	effettuare	due	azioni	
movimento,	cioè	muovere	due	volte	
lo	stesso	mostro	oppure	una	volta	
due	mostri	differenti.	Il	movimento	
comprende	anche	la	capacità	di	
nascondersi,	quindi	ad	esempio	è	

possibile	muovere	un	mostro	e	nasconderlo.	Questa	capacità	può	
essere	utilizzata	anche	se	Spectoor	è	nascosto.

mechoor	ha	un	solo	scopo:	
distruggere!
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winning thE gamE

Players	now	total	the	number	of	victory	points	they	have	scored.	

All	 players	 reveal	 their	 City	 counters.	 Each	 counter	 will	 score	 a	
number	of	victory	points	for	that	player.	If	the	city	on	the	counter	has	
one	or	zero	damage	cubes	in	 it	 (of	any	colour)	 then	the	counter	 is	
worth	5VPs.	If	the	city	has	between	two	and	seven	damage	cubes	in	
it	then	the	counter	is	worth	3VPs.	If	the	city	is	destroyed,	i.e.	it	has	a	
total	of	eight	damage	cubes	in	it,	then	the	counter	is	worth	nothing.

Players	score	victory	points	for	inflicting	damage	on	cities.	If	a	player	
has	the	most	damage	cubes	in	a	city	then	he	scores	4VPs.	If	two	or	
more	players	jointly	have	the	highest	number	of	damage	cubes	in	a	
city	then	each	player	scores	2VPs.	If	a	player	has	the	second	highest	
total	of	damage	cubes	in	a	city	then	he	scores	1VP.	 If	 there	is	a	tie	
for	second	highest	number	of	damage	cubes	then	each	of	the	tied	
players	scores	nothing.	Note	that	black	damage	cubes	also	figure	
when	scoring	victory	points.	

For	example,	 if	a	city	had	 four	black	damage	cubes	and	 three	 red	
cubes	then	the	red	player	would	score	only	score	1	VP	for	having	the	
second	highest	total.	

Each	Drakoor	counter	a	player	has	on	the	board	will	score	victory	points.	
Each	counter	is	worth	3VPs	less	one	for	each	other	monster	counter	in	
the	city	(including	monsters	of	the	same	colour).	The	minimum	number	
of	victory	points	that	can	be	scored	for	a	Drakoor	is	zero.

Players	also	score	victory	points	 for	each	monster	 they	have	killed	
with	their	Moogre	monsters.	Each	monster	killed	by	Moogre	is	worth	
a	number	of	victory	points	equal	to	its	damage	capacity.	It	does	not	
matter	whether	Moogre	is	on	the	board	or	not	at	this	time.	

The	player	with	 the	highest	 victory	point	 total	 is	 the	winner.	 In	 the	
case	of	a	 tie	 the	 tied	player	who	has	damage	cubes	 in	 the	most	
cities	is	the	winner.	If	there	is	still	a	tie	then	the	tied	player	with	the	
most	monsters	on	the	board	is	the	winner.	If	there	is	still	a	tie	then	the	
player	who	has	the	most	damage	cubes	on	the	board	is	the	winner.	
After	that	I	think	you	should	call	it	a	tie.

THE MONSTERS!

The	first	bloob	 you	create	will	 require	
three	orange	tokens.	After	that	you	can	
create	 Bloobs	 for	 two	 orange	 tokens	
IF	 they	are	placed	in	 the	same	city	as	
another	 Bloob	 or	 a	 connected	 city.	 If	
you	create	a	Bloob	using	three	orange	
tokens	then	it	must	be	placed	in	a	city	
that	is	not	connected	to	one	containing	
one	 of	 your	 other	 bloobs.	 When	 a	
Bloob	takes	damage	place	the	cubes	on	the	counter.	When	you	attack	
you	can	do	so	with	some	or	all	of	your	Bloobs.	See	the	main	rules	for	
more	on	this.

kiddoo	 is	 the	 monster	 side-kick.	 If	 you	
attack	with	 a	monster	 in	 a	 city	 that	 also	
contains	 your	 Kiddoo	 counter	 then	 you	
can	 attack	 with	 Kiddoo	 as	 well.	 Kiddoo	
always	gets	 to	roll	at	 least	one	die,	even	
if	he	has	no	attack	tokens.	Kiddoo	always	
attacks	first,	even	before	armour	units	fire.

shaggoo	 likes	 to	 sneak	 up	 on	 other	
monsters	 and	 attack	 them.	 You	 can	
attack	 another	 monster,	 even	 if	 it	 is	
hidden.	When	you	do	both	monsters	are	
revealed.	Shaggoo	can	attack	a	Drakoor,	
thus	revealing	it,		but	it	will	not	be	able	to	
damage	it.

moogre	 scores	 victory	 points	
for	 killing	 other	 monsters.	 If	 your	
Moogre	 kills	 a	monster	 then	 take	
that	monster	 counter	 and	place	 it	
in	 your	 Moogre	 monster	 box.	 At	
the	end	of	the	game	you	will	score	
VPs	equal	to	the	damage	capacity	
of	that	monster.

The	Drakoor	do	not	want	to	be	noticed,	
they	 just	 want	 to	 lurk	 in	 the	 shadows	
snacking	 on	 the	 odd	 human.	 The	 cost	
in	orange	tokens	to	place	a	Drakoor		 is	
one	plus	one	for	each	such	monster	you	
have	already	on	 the	board.	At	 the	end	
of	 the	 game	 you	 score	 3VPs	 for	 each	
Drakoor		less	1VP	for	every	other	monster	
in	 the	 same	 city.	 A	 Drakoor	 cannot	 be	

damaged	by	the	military	or	other	monsters.	Only	a	hero	or	another	
Drakoor	can	eliminate	a	Drakoor.	Roll	 1d6	 for	each	hero,	a	 roll	of	
4+	is	enough	to	kill	it.	If	a	Drakoor	attacks	another	Drakoor	use	the	
standard	combat	rules.

spectoor	 is	 the	 brains	 behind	 the	
scene.	If	you	take	a	purple	movement	
token	 and	 you	 have	 your	 Spectoor	
counter	 on	 the	 board	 then	 you	 can	
perform	 two	movement	actions.	You	
could	move	the	same	monster	twice	
or	two	different	monsters.	Movement	
includes	the	ability	to	become	hidden,	
so	 it	 would	 be	 possible	 to	 move	 a	
monster	and	then	turn	it	to	its	hidden	

side.	Spectoor	will	give	you	this	benefit	even	if	he	is	hidden.

mechoor	does	exactly	what	it	says	on	
the	label	-	he	knocks	things	down.
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